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0. Summary 

v. ~-

This note presents a self-contained introduction into AUTOMATH, a formal 

definition and an overview of the language theory. Thus it can serve as an 

introduction to the papers of L.S. Jutting [7] and I. Zandleven [II] in this 

volume. Among the various AUTOMATH languages this paper concentrates on the 

original version AUT-68 (because of its relative simplicity) and one exten

sion AUT-QE (in which most texts have been written thus far). 

The contents are: 

1. Introductory remarks. 

2. Informal description of AUT-68. 

3. Mathematics in AUTOMATH: propositions and types. 

4. Extension of AUT-68 to AUT-QE. 

5. A formal definition of AUT-QE. 

6. Some remarks on language theory. 

For a description of the AUTOMATH project and for its motivation we refer to 

Prof. de Bruijn's paper also in this volume [4]. 

*) The author is employed in the AUTOMATH project and is supported by the 

Netherlands Organization for the Advancement of Pure Science (Z.W.O.). 
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I. Introductory remarks 

1. 1. Accordina to the claims for the foJ~me~t system A'OTOMl'Jtll one ehoulcl be able to 

formalize many mathematical fields in it in such a precise and complete fash

ion that machine verification becomes possible. The flexibility required to 

meet the indicated universality is provided by having a rather meagre basia 
system. The AUTOMATH user himself has to add appropriat.e pnmitive notions 

to the basic system in order to introduce the concepts and axioms specific 

to the part of mathematics he likes to consider. In this respect, the basic 

system may be compared with some usual system of lozic (e.g. first order 

predicate calculus) to which one adds mathematical axioms in order to form 

mathematical theories. 

1.2. In spite of this analozy however the basic system itself does not contain 

any logic in the usual sense. Basic for the system are the concepts of type 

and jUnction (instead of, e.z., the concept of set or of natural number), 

which are formalized by a certain typed A-aatauZus. 
When representing mathematics in AUTOMATH one has to deal with the question 

of ao~ng: How to formalize zeneral mathematical concepts in the form of 

types and jUnctions (see section 2.2). Clearly an appropriate formalization 

will incorporate as much as possible of the basic type-and-function frame

work. Section 3 discusses this coding problem and in particular proposes a 

suitable way of representing propositions, predicates and proofs (a funa

tionaZ inte:rpNtation of lozic). 

1.3. In order to satisfy the claim of automatic verification of correctness the 

system certainly has to be decidable (and even feasibZy dsaidabZe on now

existing computing machines). Since many common mathematical theories pro

duce undecidable sets of theorems we must conclude that we cannot expect 

the computer to do all our work. Indeed theorems have to be given together 

with their proofS in order to allow verification. 

Thus the correctness produced by the machine verification covers the argu

ments leading from axioms to conclusions only. The AUTOMATH user himself is 

responsible for his choice of primitive notions and all the coding (and de

coding) involved. 
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2. Informal description of AUTOMATH 

2. I. Introduction 

Here we treat the original version of AUTOMATH, now named AUT-68. We chose 

this system as an example because of its relative simplicity. The discussion 

will be informal and intuitive and in fact reatricted to the object-and-type 

fragment of the language (thus leaving the proof-and-proposition fragment to 

section 3). 

2.2. Intuitive framework 

(This section may be skipped by formalists). 

The mathematical entities discussed in the language fall into two sorts: 

objects and types. The types may be considered as classes or sets of a cer

tain kind, which may have objects as their elements. All types are supposed 

to be disjoint, for each object belongs to just one type. This uniqueness of 

types permits one to speak about the type of an object. 

The typestructure is built up by starting from ground types and forming 

function types from these. Each mathematician may choose the ground types 

himself (as primitive notions), e.g. the type of natural numbers. 

An example of a function type is the type a + a (where a and a are types) 

of the functions from a to a. More generally, the function types are formed 

by taking products, as follows: The language allows one to express depen

dence of types on objects (of some given type). That is, one can describe 

certain families of types a indexed by the objects xof a given type a. Now 
X 

every function type is formed as the generatised Ca!'tesian. produat of such 

a , usually denoted n .a , and containing as objects just these functions 
X X 

x~::a 

that associate to any object x of type a an object of type a • The type 
X 

a + a is the special case where all a are a fixed type a. 
X 

2.3. Expressions, degrees and formulas; correctness 

The language as such only expresses the constructions of types and objects 

and the typing relations between objects and types. 

The e:xpressions of the language have d/Jgree l, 2 or 3. Types and objects are 

denoted by expressions of degree 2 and 3 respectively (for short 2-expres

sions, 3-expressions). For convenience we introduce the 1-expression ~ 

to provide a type for the types. Further !-expressions will be introduced in 

sections 3 and 4. 
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The symbol! expresses the typing relation: ••• has type •••• So if A de

notes an object then we have the !-formulas A! a and a ! ~· The 2-ex

pressions and 3-expresaions are built up from vazoi.abus and oonstant-e:r:

pttessions by means of: 

i) the aubatitution mechanbm (section 2. S) 
ii) functional abstraction and application (sections 2.8 and 2.10). 

The constant-expressions have the form c(x1, ••• ,Xk) where x 1, ••• ,Xk are 

variables and c is either a pPimitive constant introduced as a primitive 

notion (sections 2.6) or a defined constant (section 2.7). 

Expressions and formulas are co~ot if they are constructed according to 

the rules of the language, which are informally discussed in the sequel. 

2.4. Variables and contexts 

A mathematical statement generally presupposes certain assumptions on the 

variables used. For example: "let x be a natural andy a real number". In 

AUTOMATH, in accordance with this usage, each variable of degree 3 (objeat

variabZe) ranges over a certain type, called the type of the variable. The 

2-variables (type-vazoi.abZes) are supposed to range through the types and have 

~ as their type. 

Expressions and formulas containing free object- or type-variables, say 

x1, ••• ,Xk, can only be aoPreat relative to a certain aontext: I.e. a finite 

sequence of !-formulas x1 ! a 1 , ••• •Xk ! '\, called asswrptions, in which the 

free variables have to be explicitly introduced with their types. 

Some of the types a. may depend on the variables given earlier in the se-
L 

quence. For instance, a3 may contain both x1 and ~ as free variables. It is 

understood that all ai are correct expressions themselves: a 1 relative to 

the empty context, a2 relative to x 1 ! a 1, etc. 

2.5. Substitution mechanism 
Let us, in informal discussion, exhibit the possible dependence of an ex

pression Eon variables x 1, ••• ,Xk by writing tUx1, ••• ,~] foP r.. Then we 

write E[A1, ••• ,~] for the result of simuZtaneousZy substituting Ai for xi 

(fori • l, •.• ,k) in E. 
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Suppose that under assumptions x1 ! a 1 , ••• •llk ! ~ we have a correct !,-for

mula Alx1, ••• ,'1tn! a(x1, ••• ,'1tn. Then the substitution mechanism yields the 

substitution instanoe A[A1, ••• •-\D ! a[A1, ••• •-\D for any sequence A1 , ••• •-\ 

of suitable candidates for x1, ••• ,'1t. I.e. these A1, ••• ,-\ have to be of the 

appropriate types where, however, in,view of the possible dependence of types 

on variables, the substitution has to take place in the types too. So we re

quire 

2.6. Primitive notions 

As mentioned before, one has to add primitive notions to the basic system in 

order to introduce the specific concepts of the piece of mathematics one 

wants to study. 

For example, in order to write about the natural numbers, one might intro

duce the primitive type-constant nat and the object-constant I by axiomati

cally stating: 

nat ! .ElE!. 
E nat • 

In general, primitive notions are introduced by stating an axiomatic E-for

mula p(x1, ... ,Xk,).! a[x1, ... ,Xk,ll under certain assumptions x 1 .! a 1, ••• ,Xk,!~· 

Here either a is .ElE!. (and p is a type-constant) or in the current context we 

have a !!le! already (p being an object-constant). 

All correct substitution instances p(A1, ••• ,-\) of such a constant-expression 

p(x 1, ••• ,Xk,) are then produced by the substitution mechanism, described above. 

For example, the concept of suooessor in the natural number system can be in

troduced under the assumption x.! nat by stating: successor(x) .! nat. 

Using the substitution mechanism we get 

successor ( 1) E nat 

successor(successor(J)) ! nat, etc • 

Notice that primitive constant-expressions may not only contain object-varia

bles (like the x in successor(x)) but also type-variables. 
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2.7. Abbreviations 

In mathematics one often introduces abbreviations, i.e. new names for possi

bly long and complicated expressions. In AUTOMATH this abbreviation facility 

is also present; indeed, it will appear that by the particular format of the 

language every derived statement gives rise to the introduction of a new de

fined constant. Although this kind of explicit definition is often considered 

theoretically uninteresting, we feel that it is essential in practice for the 

actual formalization and verification of complicated theories. 

Just like prindtive notions, abbreviations are introduced under certain as

sumptions and so may contain free variables in general. Thus new constant

expressions d(x1, ••• ,~) are introduced, abbreviating expressions D which 

are correct in the current context. Clearly the type of d(x1, ••• ,~) must be 

the same as that of D. 

Example: 2,3, ••• can be introduced by 

2 :• successor(l) 

3 :• successor(2), etc. 

Further, the notion of "successor of successor" might be abbreviated by stat

ing (under assumption x! nat) that 

plustwo(x) :• successor(successor(x)) • 

Again, all correct substitution instances with their types are produced by 

the substitution mechanism. 

2.8. Functional abstraction: A-calculus 

We have mentioned functional abstraction and application as further tools 

for constructing expressions. By these devices a form of typed A-calculus 

is incorporated into the basic system. In A-calculus, intuitively speaking, 

Ax.B denotes the function which to any object x associates the object B. 

Or (exhibiting the dependence on x) Ax.B[xll is the map which, with any A, 

associates B[A]. 

In AUTOMATH (where all functions have a domain) such explicitly given func

tions are denoted by abstraation. e:r:pression.s [x,a]B, where B may contain x 

as a free variable; a is the type of x and the domain of the function. In 

case B is a 3-expression, [x,a]B attaches objects to the objects of type a 

and is called an objeat-vaZued jUnation. If B is a 2-expression, [x,a]B 
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attaches types to the objects of type a and is called a type-valued funation. 

In AUT-68 no abstraction expressions of degree 1 are formed (in contrast 

with AUT-QE) • 

Notice that possible free oaaurrenaes of x in Bare bound by the abstractor 

[x,a] and are not free in [x,a]B any more. An important restriction on ab

stracting is that such a bound variable must be a 3-variable. Thus we only 

quantity (cf. section 3.4) over (the objects of) a given type and quantifica

tion over~ is not possible. 

2.9. Type of abstraction expressions 

Suppose that under the assumption x! a we have B! a. If a is not a l-ex

pression then we may form both the abstraction expressions [x,a]B and [x,a]S. 

According to section 2.8 [x,a]B denotes an object-valued function and [x,aJa 

denotes a type-valued function. 

The latter abstraction expression [x,aJa[xD however is also used with a dif

ferent meaning in Automath, that is, to denote the aorTespon~ng jUnation 

type n .a[xD (which is the type of [x,a]B[xl·bY section 2.2). 
xEa 

So we obtain [x,a]B! [x,aJa and [x,a]B !~· 

Example: the successor funation can be introduced (in the empty context) by 

succfun :a [x,nat]successor(x) ! [x,nat]nat • 

The double use of 2-expressions mentioned above does not cause ambiguity, 

because it is always clear whether an expression acts as a function or as a 

type in a formula. In fact in AUT-68 abstraction expressions of degree 2 are 

exclusively used with the second meaning, i.e. as function types. 

2. 10. Functional application 

In full (i.e. type-free) A-calculus any expression - as a function - may be 

applied to any expression - even itself - as an argument. 

In AUTOMATH, as a typed A-calculus, all functions have domains and any form 

of self-application is ruled out by the apptiaation restriations: The appZi

aation e::x:praession <A>B (denoting the result of applying B as a function to A 

as an argument) is correct only if: 

i) B is a function and so has a domain, say a. 

ii) A is an object of type a. 

The notation <A>B, with the argument in front 1 is somewhat unusual; it is 

convenient however since abstractions are written in front too. 
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2. II. Type of application expressions 

Assume that B! [x,aJB. Here [x,a]B[xD is a2-expression acting as a type and 

so denotes n .B[xD. Hence B must be considered as a function with domain a. 
xEa 

Now if A E a we are allowed to form the application expression <A>B having 

S[A] as its type. 

Note that B need not be of the form [ x,a]C itself. It may, e. g., be a single 

object variable or object constant with type [x,a]B. 

Example: As an alternative expression for the number 3 we might introduce 

3alt :• <2>succfun E nat • 

2. 12. Equality 

We will define a relation of definitionat equaUty among the correct expres

sions, appropriate to the interpretation of expressions suggested above. The 

relation is denoted • ••• and generated by: 

i) abbr'Bviationat or 6-equaUty, • 0 
ii) >..-equatity. 

The latter is generated in turn by B-equatity, =6, and n-equality, =n· Usual

ly in >..-calculus the >..-equality also explicitly embodies a-equatity (renamr 

ing of bound variables). In this note however we take the point of view of 

simply ignoring the names of the bound variables. So a-equal expressions are 

identified and are a fortiori definitionally equal by the reflexivity of the 

• -relation (cf. also section 5.3.2). 

2. 12.1. o-equality 

Assume the defined constant d has been introduced in suitable context by 

Then d(x 1, ••• ,~) abbreviates D and we write d(x1, ••• ,~) a 0 D. And further 

for the substitution instances: 
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2. 12.2. a-equality 

Assume <A>[x,a]B[xD is a correct expression (so A! a). Now a-equality ex

ploits the interpretation of [x,a]B as a function with domain a and simply 

amounts to evaluating the result of the application: 

2. 12.3. n-equality 

In mathematics one usually considers functions as extensional objects, in 

the sense that functions with the same domain and which are pointwise equal 

are identified. In AUTOMATH this extensional equality is partly covered by 

the n-equality: If x does not occur ~e in B then [x,a]<x>B =n B (for cor

rect expressions only). This is intuitively sound only if domain B "" a, 

which indeed is the case by the correctness of [x,a]<x>B. 

2. 12.4. Definitional equality 

Now definitional equality • is defined to be the equivalence relation on the 

correct expressions, generated by =0 , ""a• ""nand by monotonicity: If A= A' 

and B' is produced from B by replacing one specific occurrence of A in B by 

(an occurrence of) A' then B • B'. 

Or, using suggestive dots for the unchanged part of the expression B: If 

A "" A' then • • • A • • • "" • • • A' • • • • 

Example of the monotonicity rule: If A= A' then <C><A>D"" <C><A'>D (if both 

expressions are correct). 

2.13. The format: books and lines 

2~13.1. Actual AUTOMATH texts are written in the form of books. A book consists of a 

finite sequence of lines. Each line must be placed in a certain context (the 

context of the line) and introduces a new identifier of a certain type. All 

lines consist of four consecutive parts, separated by suitable marks or 

spaces: 

i) context part, indicating the context of the line. In general the con

text part consists of the conte~t indicator, i.e. the last variable of 

the current context. From this the complete context can easily be re

covered. If the context of the line is x1 ! a 1, ••• ,~! ~·the sequence 

of variables x1, ••• ,~ is ealled the indicator string of the line. The 

empty context can be indicated by an empty context part. 
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ii) idsntifier part, consisting of the new idsntifier. 

iii) middle part, containing the symbol!! (cf. 2.13.2), the symbol~ 

(cf. 2.13.3) or the dsfinition of the new identifier (cf. 2.13.4). 

iv) category part, containing the type of the new identifier. 

Assume an AUTOMATH book is given, in which the variable 1k has been intro

duced with type akin the context x1 ! a 1, ••• ,1k-I! ak-l' Then we may add 

lines with context indicator 1k• so having x1 ! a 1, ••• ,1k! ak as their con

text. Below we discuss the three different kinds of lines. 

2.13.2. The bZoak opening Zines have middle part!! (for empty bZoak opener) or, in 

alternative notation, a bar -----. An !!-line introduces a new variable and 

thus allows extension of the current context by one assump:don. 

Example: 1k * y :•!!! a ("let y be of type a") introduces a new variable 

y of type a. Lines having y as their contekt part - which may appear later 

in the book- then have x1 ! a 1, ••• ,1k! ak, y! a as their context. 

2. 13.3. The primitive notion Zines have middle part PN and introduce the primitive 

notions. For example: 

~ * p :• ~!a 

introduces the primitive constant expression p(x1, ••• ,~) and contains the 

a:t:lomatic !-statement p(x1 , ••• •1k) E a. 

2.13.4. The abb~viation tines look like: 

1k * d :• D! a , 

where the middle part D is the definition of d, i.e. the expression to be 

abbreviated. This line contains, relative to the preceding book and the cur

rent context, both the derived E-statement D E a and the defining axiom for 

the new defined constant d: 
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2. 14. Correctness of lines; validity 

A line is aorreat if both the middle part (if not EB or PN) and the category 

part are correct expressions with respect to the preceding book and the cur

rent conte~t, and the category part is the type of the middle part (if not 

!! or PN). For the correctness of the expressions, all identifiers used have 

to be valid. Constants are valid in a book from the line on in which they 

are introduced. Free variables are valid in a line if they occur in its con

text. We speak about the bloak of lines in which a free variable is valid 

(whence b loak opener). 

2.15. Shorthand facility 

Assume that a primitive or defined constant c was introduced in a certain 

context x 1 ! a 1, ••• ,~! ak. Then if later in the book c occurs with fewer 

than k arguments, the argument list is completed by adding a suitable ini

tial segment of the original indicator string (cf. 2. 13.1ii))x1, ••• ,~. In 

other words the expression c(Ai+J•····~) is shorthand for 

c(x 1, ••• ,xi,Ai+l'···•~) and the single constant cis shorthand for 

c(x1, ••• ,~). Clearly the completing variables have to be valid, that is, 

the initial segments of the original and the current context have to coin

cide. The shorthand facility accords with usual mathematical practice where 

free variables are often considered as fixed throughout an argument and are 

not mentioned explicitly. 

2. 16. Paragraph system 

For each variable and constant it must be possible to retrace from which 

line it originates. This condition is clearly satisfied when all names are 

unique. A more liberal method of naming however is allowed by the socalled 

paragraph system, for a description of which we refer to Zandleven [JJ, 

section 11]. Both shorthand facility and paragraph system do not really 

concern the language definition but are present for convenience only. 
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2. t 7. Example 

In the following AUT-68 booklet the examples of the preceding sections are 

now written in the proper format. 

*nat :a PN ~ 
* I :• PN nat 

* X :• -- nat 

x * successor : .. PN nat 

* 2 := successor( 1) nat 

* 3 ::a successor (2) nat 

x * plustwo :• successor(successor) nat 

* succfun :• [x,nat]successor(x) [x,nat]nat 

* 3alt := <2>succfun nat 

Here the middle part of plustwo uses the shorthand facility. It is left to 

the reader to establish 3 • 3alt. 
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3. Mathematics in AUTOMATH: Propositions as types 

3. I. Ft.mctional interpretation of logic 

Up till now we have described AUTOMATH as a calculus of objects and their 

types only. A major part of mathematics however consists of making state

ments and reasoning with them, i.e. deals with logic. 

Now there are different ways of coding some logic into the objects-and-types 

framework. Here we only mention a socalled funationat inte'l'pretation of logic, 

which gives rise to the pPopositions-aa-types notion. This idea of interpret

ing logic was developed independently by de Bruijn and certain others, of 

whom we mention Howard [6), Prawitz [10], Girard [5] and Martin-LOf [8). 

3.2. Propositions as types 

So far we have introduced !Z£! as the only )-expression. We hadE !!l£! and 

r! E for the types E and the objects r of type E respectively. Now we intro

duce another !-expression, the basic symbol ~· Originally in AUT-68 no 

distinction was made between~ and~· The latter !-expression acts just 

like !le! and was introduced later to allow difference of treatment between 

types which are to be considered as propositions and types which are just 

types of objects. 

If E !~we consider E as a proposition. If further r! E, we consider r 

as some construction establishing the truth of E (a "proof" of E). Thus 

the formula r E E is conceived as assepting the proposition E. 

3.3. Interpreting implication 

Let a ! ~ and a ! ~· Now we may say we have a "proof" of the implica

tion a + a if from an assumption of the truth of a we can argue and conclude 

the truth of a. That is, if for any construction establishing the truth of 

a we can produce a construction for the truth of B or, equivalently, if we 

have a map from "proofs" of a to "proofs" of B. 

Now in AUTOMATH terminology: we say we "prove" a + B if for any x E a we can 

produce some B! B. I.e. if we have some E in the ft.mction type [x,a]a. So 

we let [x,aJa denote the implication a+ Band have [x,a]B !~·This cor

responds to the second interpretation of abstraction expressions in section 

2.9. 
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Now by this interpretation we obtain the modus ponens (from a and a ~ e 

infer e) by simple functional application. For let A E a and E E [x,a]e - -
(A and E thus being "proofs" of a and a ~ e respectively). Then by the appli

cation rule we construct <A>E establishing the truth of e. 

3.4. Universal quantification; negation 

In exactly the same manner a function interpretation of univePsal statements 

can be given. Namely if a ! !lE.! and for x ! a we have a ! .£!2.2. then we identi

fy the function type [x,aJe with the universal statement VxEa e. Here func

tional application corresponds to the "instantiation" rule Tn logic. 

Thus by this interpretation of logic in AUTOMATH one gets the (V,~)-fragment 

of first order predicate logic for free. However in AUTOMATH only positive 

statements are made and statements like: "E is not of type r" cannot be ex

pressed. In order to interpret negation we introduce as a primitive notion 

the proposition con (for "contradiction") together with some suitable axiom 

(primitive notion). Here are different possibilities, e.g. the intuitionistic 

absuPdity rule (for any proposition a, from con infer a) or the classical 

double negation taw. Then an AUTOMATH theory (i.e. book) is consistent if, 

in the empty context, it does not produce some E ! con. 

For a!~ we define non(a) as a~ con or, in AUTOMATH notation, [x,a]aon. 

Now the double negation law can be stated by introducing the primitive no

tion dnl as follows: If a!~' x! non(non(a)) then dnl(a,x)! a. 

By also choosing suitable definitions for the other connectives (A,v) and 

the existential quantifier we can smoothly obtain full classical first order 

predicate calculus. 

3.5. Assumptions, axioms, theorems 

In AUTOMATH-books the E-formula r E E for proposition E can occur in the 

usual three kinds of lines again: 

i) EB-lines: a * x :• EB E E. 

These must be interpreted as assunptions: "let E hold" or "let x be a 

proof of E". Now in a line where x is valid we may refer to x whenever 

we want to use the assumed truth of E. 

ii) PN-lines: a* p :• !!! E. 

These serve as axioms, or rather as axiom schemes (by the dependence 

on the variables contained in the context a). 
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iii) abbreviation lines: a * d :• r E E must be considered as derived state

ll¥!nts, i.e. theorems, lemmas etc. Here the middle part r "proves" the 

proposition E from the assumptions in the context o. 

3.6. Book-equality 

The definitional equality (cf. section 2. 12) of AUTOMATH only covers a small 

part of the usual mathematical equality. Further a statement of definitional 

equality cannot be handled as an actual proposition; e.g. it cannot be negat

ed or even assumed (as in: let A= B). As the AUTOMAIH-counter part of the 

usual mathematical equals ••• , the book-equality IS(a,A,B)- where A and 

Bare objects of type a - can be introduced by suitable primitive notions, 

some of which are shown in the example below. 

* a 

a * X 

X * y 

y * IS 

X * REFL 

y * i 

i * SYM 

and also: 

a * a 
s * f 

f * X 

X * y 
y * i 

i * I SAX I 

:== 

:• 

:• 

:• PN 

:= PN 

:• --
: .. PN 

etc. 

:• 

:= 

:= 

:= 

:• 

:= PN 

a 

.P.!E£. 
IS(x,x) 

IS (x,y) 

IS (y ,x) 

~ 
[x,a]S 

IS(x,y) 

Is ce ,<x>f ,<y>f) 

By the axiom of reflexivity (REFL) above, definitional equality implies 

book-equality: if A~ a, B! a, A • B then REFL(a,A)! IS(a,A,B). 
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4. Extension of AUT-68 to AUT-QE 

4. I. Function-like expressions 

Expressions 1: such that 1: .! [x,aJa or 1: "" [x,aJa are called function-Zike 

expressions. Whereas in AUT-68 function-like 3-expressions may have any form, 

e.g. they can be variables or primitive constant expressions, the only func

tion-like 2-expressions are (possibly abbreviated) abstraction expressions. 

This is because function-like !-expressions are absent in AUT-68. 

Thus we can discuss explicitly constructed families of types a where x 
X 

ranges over some type a (namely by forming the abstraction expression 

[x,a]6[x]) but we cannot discuss arbitrary families of types indexed by 

x.! a. Indeed, we cannot introduce a family of types as a primitive notion 

or as a variable. 

4.2. Supertypes or quasi-expressions 

In AUT-QE on the other hand such arbitrary type-valued functions are admitt

ed however, by extending the class of !-expressions. The new !-expressions, 

quasi-expressions (whence AUT-QE) or supertypes, have the form 

[x 1,a 1J ••• [~,~]~or [x1,a1J ••• [~,~] E.!.2£.• where a 1, ... ,~are 

2-expressions, i.e. propositions or types. 

For example, an arbitrary type-valued function on a can be introduced by 

an EB-line: 

a * f := -- [x,a]~ • 

If for a we take the type of natural numbers, then f is an arbitrary sequence 

of types. 

4.3. The use of AUT-QE 

Similarly we have arbitrary prop-valued functions in AUT-QE. These are es

pecially useful in our interpretation of logic, for a prop-valued function 

with domain a is nothing but a predicate over a. For example, by an EB-line 

a * R • -- [x,nat][y ,nat].£!22. 

an arbitrary binary predicate (rather: relation) on the natural numbers is 

introduced. The presence of predicate and relation variables in AUT-QE al

lows us to write axiom schemes with such variables, e.g. to introduce a fur

ther equality axiom (cf. section 3.6) we can write: 
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a * P :• -- [x,a].£::.2t 

p * X :•-a 

X* y :•-a 

y * i :•-IS(x,y) 

i * j :-- <'X:iP 

j * ISAX2 : • PN <if :iP 

We emphasize however that abstraction over such 2-variables (e.g. type

variables, prop-variables, predicate-variables) in AUT-QE is still for

bidden, so both AUT-68 and AUT-QE may still be called fi~st-orde~ systems. 

4.4. Type-inclusion and prop-inclusion 

Just as in AUT-68 the function-like 2-expression f (cf. section 4.2) also 

codes its corresponding function space, i.e. the type of those g with domain 

a such that for A! a we have <A>g! <A>f. As .E.::2t behaves just like !l£!• 
the predicate P (cf. section 4.3) also denotes the proposition V~a·P(x). 

As a consequence, we allow the transition from E ! [ x,a]!lf! to E ! type. 

This transition or, in general, from 

to 

is called type-in.alusion. The similar transition with ~ instead of !lf! 
is called p~op-in.alusion. By this type-inalusion and prop-in.alusion AUT-QE 

contains AUT-68 as a proper subs~stem. Notice that for 2-expressions uni

queness of types- if A! a, A E a then a • a- is lost. 
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4.5. Let us finish with a table in which some AUTOMATH notions are listed with 

their possible meanings in the propositions-as-types interpretation. 

AUTOMATH-notions 

2-expressions 

3-expressions 

• • • E • • • 

function-like 

2-expressions 

EB-lines 

PN-lines 

abbreviation lines 

object-and-type 

interpretation 

types 

objects 

••• has type ••• 

{

type-valued functions 

function types 

variable introductions 

primitive object 

introductions 

definitions or 

abbreviations 

proof-and-proposi

tion interpretation 

propositions 

proofs 

••• proves 

predicates 

{

implications 

universal statements 

assumptions 

axioms 

theorems 
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5. A formal definition of AUT-qE 

5. 1. The language, to be defined formally now, is the one accepted by the current 

checker (cf. [It]) except for two points: 

i) Paragraph facilities are not present here so all constant names have 

to be distinct (cf. section 2.16). 

ii) There is no shorthand facility (i.e. all expressions are written out 

in full (cf. section 2.15). 

The actual formalism has been chosen in this way in order to keep as close 

as possible to the preceding informal book-and-line description. A defini

tion along more usual natuPaZ deduation lines may possibly be more elegant. 

For technical reasons we preferred to avoid redundancy almost completely 

in our definition. As a consequence of this, some useful extra rules follow 

as de:t'ived ru'UJ.s in the section on language theory. 

5.2. Our aim is to define formally what correct AUT-QE books are. 

The description consists of: 

i) Preliminaries, mainly devoted to the context free part of the language 

(section 5. 4). 

ii) Simultaneous definition of correctness of books, contexts, lines, ex-

pressions, !-formulas and •- formulas (section 5.5). 

The • - formulas only serve as a help in our definition; they do not appear 

in the book. The kernel of ii) is the definition of correctness of expres

sions and formulas relative to a certain book and context. Here the book 

serves to determine the set of primitive notions and abbreviations, and the 

context serves to determine the set of valid free variables. 

Most concepts are introduced by OPdinary inductive de~nitions. These con

sist of a finite set of rules of the form: "if ••• then ••• ". Here only such 

conclusions may be drawn which follow from a finite number of applications 

of the r'l,lles. 

5.3. Notational conventions 

5.3. I. An extensive use is made of syntactic va:t'iabZes throughout the definition. 

Often certain assumptions on these variables are implicit by their specific 

choice, e.g. o and ~ always run over contexts. Syntactic variables may al

ways be indexed or primed. 
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5. 3.2. As for substitution and a.-conversion (renaming of bound variables) we adopt 

the following point of view: expressions with bound variables are considered 

as named versions - named to facilitate reading - of some actually namefree 

skeleton (cf. [3]). Thus we identify a.-equal expressions and assume that a.

conversion is applied whenever necessary to avoid cZaeh of variabZes. We use 

... = ... to denote syntactic identity (symbol-for-symbol equality) modulo 

a.-equality. E.g. [x,E] ••• x ••• x ••• : (y,E] •••Y•••Y••• • 

5.3.3. Correctness of expressions A and formulas ~ relative to a book 8 and a con

text o ara abbreviated by 8; o ~ A and 8; o ~ ~ respectively. Sometimes we 

write ~ A or o ~ A for 8; o ~ A and ~ ~ or o ~ ~ for 8; o ~ ~ when there is 

no particular need to emphasize the current book or context. The notions 

~ (i) A and ~ (i) A.! B are used to express that A is an i-expression and ~ A 

(respectively~ A! B). 

5.4. Preliminaries 

5.4.1. Alphabet 

I) As vattiabZes and constants we allow any aZphanwnerio· string. Such a string 

is considered atomic and is thus counted as one single symbol. Syntactic 

variables for variables are x,y,z, ••• Among the constants (syntactic va

riable c) we distinguish primitive (syntactic variables p ,q) and defined 

or abbrevi.ationaZ constants {syntactic variable d). 

2) Improper symbols 

i) Some brackets and braoes: [ • J, ( , ) , < • >. 

ii) Some separation marks::, *• ~. !• :•, •, semiooZon and oomma. 
iii) Some zoessrved symboZs 1 EB, PN. --

5.4.2. Expressions {syntactic variables A,B,C,D, ••• ,E,~,r •••• ) 

i) Variables: x 

ii) Abstraction e~ressions: (x,EJ~ 

iii) A:ppZiaations e~ressions: <I>~ 

iv) Constant-e~ression instances: c(E 1, ••• ,Ek) 

v) Basic constants: !lf!• .E.!2E.• 

As special syntactic variables for 2-•~~ssions we take a,a, •••• 



5.4.3. Formulas (syntactic variable~) 

i) !_-forrmulas: I: E A 

ii) =-forrmulas: E • A. 

5.4.4. Additional concepts 

- 2 I -

I) Conte~s (syntactic variables a,~): Any ~nite (possibly empty) sequence 

of E-forrmulas x. E I:., separated by oommas~ tJhere all x. are different. 
- 1- 1 1 

2) Lines {syntactic variable A) 

i) EB-lines 

ii) PN-lines 

a * x :• EB E I: 

a * p :• PN E E 

iii) Abbreviation lines: a * d :• A E I: 

3) Books {syntactic variable 8): Any finite (possibly empty) sequence of 

lines~ separated from one another by e::calamation signs {!). 

5. 4. 5. Free variables 

We define the free variable set FV{E) of expressions E by induction on the 

structure of E (cf. section 5.4.2): 

i) 

ii) 

iii) 

iv) 

v) 

FV{x) = {x} 

FV{[x,r]A) • FV{r) u {FV{A)\{x}) 

FV(<r>A) • FV{r) u FV{A) 

FV{c(I: 1, ••• ,Ek)) = U •• 
1 

k FV{I:.) 
1 •••• , 1 

FV (1?:!:2£) • FV {Elf!) = 0. 

5.4.6. Substitution 

I) The result of simultaneous substitution of A1, ••• ,~ for the free varia

bles x 1, ••• ,~ in an expression E is denoted by (x 1, ••• ,~/A 1 , ••• ,~Jr 

and locally abbreviated by r*: 

i) 

ii) 

iii) 

X~ i A. 
1 1 
* - . f t y = y 1 y no among x1, ••• ,~ 

{[y,r 1Jr2)* • [y,I:~]r; if y not among xp····~ aad 

{x. € FV(t2)•y i FV{A.)) fori m l, ••• ,k {otherwise rename yin 
1 1 

(y,t1Jt2). 



iv) 

v) 

vi) 
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2) Substitution of A for x is denoted by [x/ AD and amounts to the case k = I 
above. 

5.5. Correctness 

5.5.1. Correct books 

i) the errpty book is aororect 

ii) if B is cororect and ). is aororoect with :respect to B then B!). cororect. 

5.5.2. Correct context with respect to B: 

i) the errr>ty aontext is cororect 

ii) ifa*x :• EB! 6 is a U.ne in the book B then a, x E 6 is a aof'Nct 

contezt with :respect to B. 

5:.5.3. Correct lines with respect to B: 

I) !!-lines: If B; a ~(1)6 oro B; a ~(2 )6, a= x
1

! r
1

, ••• ,~! \• andy not 

among x 1 , ••• ·~ then a * y :• !! E 6 is a aororect line with roespect to B. 

2) !!-lines: If B; a ~(l)6 oro B; a ~12 )6 and p dbes not occuro in B then 

a* p :• !!! 6 is a coro:roect line with respect to B. 

3) Abbreviation lines: If B; a ~ E ! 6 and d does not occuro in B then 

a * d :• E E 6 is a cororect line with roespect to B. 

5.5.4. Correct E-formulas relative to B and a 

I) Repetition r"le: If a = x1 ! E1 , ... ·~ ! ~ and E. is an i-e.xpression 
L(i+l) · J then B; a r x. E E. (for J • 1, ••• ,k). 

J - { * 
2) Abstraction rule: If B : B!a * x :• EB E a and B is cororect and 

B*; a,x! a ~(i)I:! 6 then B; a ~(i)[;,-aJE! [x,a]A • 

3) Application rules: 

i) If~ A E a and ~(i)B E [x,a]C then ~(i)<A>B E [x/A)C. 

ii) If r A; a, ~(i)B E C-and r C E [x,a]D then ~(i)<A>B E <A>C (clearly - - - -
i will be 3 here). 
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4) Substitution rule: If E is an i-e~ression and either 

x 1 ! E1, ••• ,Xk! Ek * c :• !!! E or x1 ! r 1, ••• ,Xk! Ek * c := 8 E E 
is a line in the book 8 and 8; a r A.! [x

1
, ••• ,Xk/A

1
, ••• ,~DE. for 

. (i+ I) J J 
J • l, ••• ,k then 8; a r c(Ap••••\:)! [x 1, ••• ,Xk/A

1
, ... ,~DE. 

5) Rule of type-conversion: If r 8! E and r E • r then r 8! r. 
6) Rules of type- and prop-inclusion: 

i) If r E! [x 1 ,a 1J ••• [Xk,,~][y,S]~ (possibly k = 0) then 

r E ![x1,a 1J ••• [Xk•<it]~. 
ii) If r E! [x1,a 1J ••• [Xk,~][y,S]~ (possibly k • 0) then 

r E! [xl ,al] ••• [Xk,•<it]~. 

5.5.5. Correct expressions with respect to 8 and a 

I) Correct !-expressions: 

i) If 8 is aorrect and a is aorreat t.rith respeat to B then B; a r(l)~ 
and B; a r (I)~· 

ii) If s*: B!a * x := EB E a and s*; a,x E a r(l)8 then B;a r(J)[x,a]8. 

2) Correct 2- and 3-expres;i~s: If r(i)E E 8-then r(i)E • 

Remark: It is intended that B; a r A or B; a r ~ only if B is correct and 

a is correct with respect to B. This condition is explicitly imposed in 

5.5.5.Ji) and propagated all through the definition. 

5.5.6. Correct =-formulas with respect to B and a 

I) a-equality: If r<A>[x,a]B and r[x/ADB then r<A>[x,a]8 = [x/ADB. 

2) n-equality: If r[x,B]<X>C, and x t FV(C) and rc then rCx,B]<X>C = C. 

3) o-equality: If x1 ! r 1, ••• ,Xk! Ek * d :• 8! Eisa line in B~ and 

B; a rAj! [x1, ••• ,xtt/Ap••••\:DEj for j"' l, •••• k, and 

B; a r [x1, ... ,Xk/ A1, •• -.\: D8 then B; a r d (A 1, •• -.\:) = [x1 , ••• ,Xk,/ AI' ••• •\: D8 
4) Monotonicity rules: 

* * i) If B = B!a *X:=!!! a and B; a,x! a r Bl ... 82 then 
B; a r [x,aJB 1 • [x,aJB2• 

ii) If r a 1 • a2 , r[x,a 1JB, and r[x,a 2JB then r[x,a 1JB = [x,a2J8. 

iii) Ifr A1 = 81, r ~ = B2, r<A1>A2 , andr<B 1>B2 thenr<Al>~ "'<8 1>82• 

iv) Ifr Aj = Bj (for j • l, ••• ,k), andr c(Ap••••\:), andrc(8 1, ... ,Bk) 

then r c (A I , ••• , \:) • c (B I , •• • , Bk) • 
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5) Reflexivity, symmetry and transitivity rules 

i) If ~A, ~B and A :: B then ~A = B 

ii) If ~A = B then ~B • A 

iii) If ~A ... B, and ~B "" C then ~A • C. 

Remark: It is intended that B; o ~ A • B only if both B; o ~ A and B; o ~ B. 

In most cases above, though sometimes unnecessary, such conditions have been 

explicitly stated. Where they have been omitted it will be immediate that 

they hold by some other conditions. 
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6. Some remarks on language theory 

6. 1. Decidability 

The language theory is mainly concerned with the investigation of the basic 

system. A major aim is to prove the decidability of the AUTOMATH languages. 

That is, to prove the existence of an effective procedure which for any 

given text in a finite amount of time decides whether it is correct or not 

(in AUT-QE, say). The kernel of such a checker deals with the verification 

of correctness of expressions and formulas (both!- and •-formulas), rela

tive to a given book and context (which are assumed to be correct already)_ 

In this section we shall sketch a certain cliecking procedure, closely related 

to the actually running verifying program of Zandleven (cf. [11]). We shall 

also roughly indicate the proof of correspondence between the proposed check

ing procedure and the language definition of the preceding section. 

6.2. Reduction 

6.2.1. In order to study the •-relation in more detail we introduce the reduction 

relation ~. a partial order among the expressions. For an explanation of 

the suggestive dots in our definition we refer to section 2.12.4. 

6.2.2. Definition: 

1) One-step reduction (with respect to a book 8) 

i) one-stepS-reduction: ••• <A>[x,a]C ••• >a ••• [x/ADc ••• 

ii) one-step n-reduction: If x J FV(C) then ••• [x,a]<x>C ••• > ••• c ••• 

iii) one-step a-reduction: If d UJas introduced by an abbreviation line 

x 1 ! I:. 1 , ••• , ~ ! I: k * d : • D ! I: in 8 then 

••• d (I: I ••••• I:k) • • • > 6 ••• [X I •••• t ~I I: I ••••• I:k] D ••• 

iv) also > is allowed with any combination of the indices such as: If 

A > S B or A > n B then A > Sn B 

v) one-step reduction in general: If A >eno B then A > B. 
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2) Many-step reduction (with respect to B) 

i) If A :: B then A ~ B 

ii) If A ~ B and B > C (~ith respect to B) then A ~ c. 

So ~ is the reflexive and transitive closure of >. Likewise ~So denotes 

the reflexive and transitive closure of >So etc. For A ~ B we also write 

B :::; A. 

3) i) Reduction sequence: A sequence r 1,r2 , ••• of expressions is called a 

reduction sequence of r 1 if for all i we have r. = r. 1 orr. > r. 1• 
l l+ l l+ 

ii) Proper reduction sequence: A reduction sequence r 1,r2 , ••• is called 

proper if for all i we have ri > ri+l• 

6.2.3. Clearly the·- relation is the equivalence relation generated by the res

triction of > to correct expressions. So we can conclude: r A = B iff 

A:: c
1 
~ D

1 
s c

2 
~ n

2 
s ••• ~ Dk_

1 
s ~:: B (possibly k = 1), ~here atte:r.

pressions in the respeotive reduction sequenoes are coztrect. 

6.2.4. As an example of a reduction sequence consider: 

3alt >0 <2>succfun >0 <2>[x,nat]successor(x) >S successor(2) >0 
successor(successor(l)) (see section 2.16). So each reduction step seems to 

bring us closer to some possible "outcome". HereS-and a-reduction amotmt 

to evaluation and n-reduction to a certain simplification of expressions. 

6.3. The three problems: normalization, Church-Rosser and closure 

6.3.1. It will appear that the decision procedure for equations (=-formulas) plays 

a central role in the checker. As first we state - in terms of the remark 

in section 6.2.4 - two important questions around reduction and definitional 

equality: 

i) (Normalization) Do correct expressions always have a final outcome, 

i.e. do they always reduce to an expression which does not reduce 

further? 

ii) (Church-Rosser property) Do definitionally equal expressions have a 

common outcome, i.e. an expression to which they both reduce? 

A third central question concerns the eo-called cZosure p~erty (this term 

was introduced by R.P. Nederpelt in the introduction to [9])1 

iii) Is the system closed under reductions, i.e. do correct expressions re

main correct under reduction? 
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6.3.2. Normalization and strong normalization 

Let us define: 

1) A is normaZ if no one-step reduction A > B can be applied. 

2) A is said to normaZiae if A reduces to some normal B (which is then call

ed a normaZ form of A). 

3) A is said to strongZy normaZiae if all proper reduction sequences of A 

terminate. 

We say that normaZiaation (resp, strong normaZiaation) holds if all correct 

expressions normalize {resp. strongly normalize). Normalization (and a for

tiori strongnormalization) does not hold in the full >.-calculus {take as a 

counter example the expression <>.x.<x>x>>.x.<x>x). In typed systems such as 

AUTOMATH however. strong normalization (and hence normalization) does hold. 

Much work concerning {strong) normalization has been done by logicans study

ing systems of naturaZ dsduation and functional interpretations {cf. for 

instance [SJ. [8], [10]). Their methods often apply to AUTOMATH also. Some 

new proofs of normalization and strong normalization have been given by mem

bers of the AUTOMATH-project (cf. [9]). 

6.3.3. Church-Rosser theorem; uniqueness of normal forms 

Question 6.3.tii) above amounts to the Churah-Rosser theo~m: If A c B then 

A ~ C :;; B for BOlTe c. An alternative formulation of this is the Diamond 

property for ~: If A ~ B and A~ C then B ~ D :;; C for some D {cf. figure). 

B/\C 
~"' / / 

'w" 
D 

Diamond property 

As a corollary of the Church-Rosser theorem we mention the uniqueness of 

nomaZ forms: If B and C a~ nomaZ forms of A then B = C. This property to

gether with the normalization theorem allows us to speak of the normal form 

NF(A) - computable by an effective procedure NF - of correct expressions A. 

The Church-Rosser theorem holds in the full >.-calculus as well as in typed 

systems. In AUTOMATH languages without n-reduction the standard >.-calculus 

proofs simply carry over (cf. [9]). In fact, in view of strong normaliza

tion, a slightly easier proof can be given here. For, e.g.,AUT-QE, where we 
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have n-reduction the proof is somewhat more complicated and depends heavily 

on the closure theorem. The author intends to publish this proof and the 

other proofs omitted in this section in his doctoral dissertation. 

6.3.4. Closure property 

Let us first formulate the a~osure theo~m: If B; cr r A (~speative~y 

B; cr r A! B) and A ~ C (UJith ~spect to B) then B; a r C (rrespeative~y 

8; cr r C! B). In connection with the closure theorem, which holds for 

AUT-QE, we have two important derived rules: 

I) Gene:ra~ substitution p:r>incrip~e (as mentioned in 2. 5); If 

x1 ! t 1, ••• ,~! tk r B (resp. r B! C) and cr r Ai! t; (fori • J, ••• ,k) 
L * L * * * then cr r B (resp. r B ! C), where t stands for [x1, ••• ,~/A 1 , ••• ,~]t. 

2) The "~ft-hand equality ru~" (compare with the rule of type-conversion, 

which is the "right-hand equality rule"): 

If r (3
) A ! B and r A • C then r C ! B. 

For 2-expression A we only have a weaker version in view of type-inclu

sion: If r(2)A! Band r A • C and r(2)c! D then r C! B or> rAE D. 

6.4. A decision procedure 

6.4.1. Deciding •- formulas 

Suppose A and B are correct expressions. The normal form procedure NF (sec

tion 6.3.2) easily yields a decision method for the equation A • B, namely 

A • B iff NF(A) : NF(B). Often, however, it is not necessary to compute nor

mal forms for deciding A • B. For example, when A and B have different de

grees one can easily draw a negative conclusion. Or more important, it ge

nerally happens that a few well-chosen reduction steps in A or B will result 

in a non-normal common reduct. The choice of efficient reduction steps here 

is a matter of st:r>ategy; the termination of a procedure which successively 

applies reduction rules to A or B is anyhow guaranteed by the strong normali

zation property, no matter in what order the reduction steps are applied. 

In order to prove the correspondence between decision procedure and language 

definition we must know that all the expressions in the reduction sequences 

from A and B to some common reduct are correct again. This is indeed the 

case by the closure theorem. 
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6.4.2. Deciding !-formulas and expressions 

6.4.2.1. Assume B is a correct book and a a correct context; we must define a deci

sion procedure for the correctness of !-formulas and expressions. It will 

appear that this problem can be reduced to the decision problem for •- for

mulas (but for the straightforward. task of checking the validity of the 

identifiers used). 

6.4.2.2. Uniqueness of types 

We know (by the rule of type conversion) that for all B' with r B = B' we 

have r A ! B * r A ! B'. 
For 3-expressions A the converse (uniqueness of types*) holds too: 

(*) r A! B and r A E B' • r B • B' • 

For 2-expressions A we must be somewhat more precise in view of type-in

clusion. We define among the correct expressions the relation £ by: 

i) [x1,a1J ••• ['1<:•'\:][y,B].EZf.!. c [x1,a1J ••• ['\•'\;].!n!, 

ii) [x1,a 1J ••• ['1<:•'\:)[y,B]~ c: [x1,a 1J •••• ['\•'\:]~ 
iii) £ is the transitive closure of • and c. 

Then instead of (*) for 2-expressions A we can prove 

6. 4. 2. 3. Now asswra that A is correct. Then we can define a "mscha:nioat type" func
tion CAT, such that: 

i) r(J) A! B .. r(J) A, ~B and r CAT(A) • B 

ii) r(2)A! B .. r(2)A, rB and r CAT(A) £B. 

So CAT computes some canonical representative of the class of B' with 

r A! B'; furthermore, this B' is Bdnimal with respect to £• For the actual 

definition of CAT we refer to [ 1 1, section 7 ]. Since the decision proce

dure D for equations in the current checker also contains the possibility 

of type-inclusion- i.e. A ~B iff A£ B- the type function CAT reduces 

the verification of E-formulas to the verification of equations. 

*) Here we mean uniqueness with respect to definitional equality (•),in con
trast with section 6.3.3, where we mean uniqueness with respect to ayntac-
tic equality (~). 1 · 1 
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6.4.2.4. Finally we point out a decision procedure for correctness of expressions. 

Here we proceed by induction on the length of expressions. As an example 

we treat the case of application expressions <A>B where A and B are already 

supposed to be correct. 

6.2.4.5. Uniqueness of domains 

For function-like expressio~s A we define a to be the domain of A if 

r A! [x,a]t OP r(l)A • [x,a]t • 

For domains we have uniqueness also (by the closure theorem and the Church

Rosser theorem): If a and a a2'e dt>matns of A thSn a a a. This fact allows 

us to speak about the domain of function-like expressions. Now we are able 

to define a "mechanical domain" function OOM (for which we refer to. [ l l, 

section 7 ]), which for function-like A picks out a canonical representa

tive of the domain of A. The termination of OOM(A) follows by induction on 

the degree of A, using strong normalization. 

6.2.4.6. By CAT and OOM the verification of correctness of <A>B reduces to the veri

fication of some suitable equation: r<A>B .. rA and rB and r A! OOM(B) or, 

equivalently, by 6.4.2.3i), 

r<A>B • rA and rB and r CAT(A) • OOM(B) • 

6.2.4.7. For the other cases of correctness of expressions we refer to Zandleven 

again. The correspondence of the current verifier with the actual language 

definition is either immediate or follows from the above facts about CAT 

and OOM. 
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